
short video transcript 
 
Time Who Talk Gesture Gaze Comment 
 :27 C now.  look inside 

outside.   
(inside outside) 
moves right hand out 
toward window, bring 
back in 
 

(look) looks out 
right window, looks 
at pilot’s 
instruments 

  don’t just rely on 
that. 

(on that) reaches 
forward with left hand 
and touches 
Horizontal Situation 
Indicator (HSI).  

pilot’s instruments, 
then looks out right 
window again. 

  so… you’re visual 
now. 

 looks ahead, looks 
out right window 
again. 

 



Time Who Talk Gesture Gaze Comment 
  this is good.  I 

wouldn’t get… too 
far away.  this is 
good. 

(this is good)  both 
hands parallel- 
wiggles them. 
(I wouldn’t) parallel 
hands move side to 
side. 
(this is good) nod? 

(this is good) at 
hands? straight 
ahead?  
(wouldn’t get) 
slightly left towards 
pilot 
(away) window 

    gaze switch back 
and forth from 
window to straight 
ahead three times.   
1st time: rapid 
switching 
2nd time: rapid 
switching but look a 
little more to left 
than straight ahead. 
3rd time: double 
take on window 
AND ahead- 
moving away but 
look back again 

 

:44    long gaze out 
window- 3 sec 

 



Time Who Talk Gesture Gaze Comment 
:47 C Now if we had to 

go missed right 
now what would 
you do? 

 (Now if we …) 
window 
(what would) pilot  

 

:48 J  brought hand up on 
thrust when spoken 
to- surprised? 
 

(what) pilot look at 
C’s eyes, look down 
at instruments 

 

  Max power, climb 
and flaps approach.  

Max power right hand 
push imaginary thrust 
levers forward. Climb 
hand rotates to yoke 
configuration and 
pulls back beside 
actual yoke.  
Flaps approach hand 
rotates to point thumb 
out to right at C.  
(..) head bends 
towards right. 

at instruments 

 

 

:51 J There you go.  window  



Time Who Talk Gesture Gaze Comment 
      

1:32 C It looks a little high 
to me, what do you 
think, yeah? 

   

1:35 Twr Citation one echo 
alpha, runway 24 
clea::red for 
takeoff with no 
delay, Citation on 
right base. 

   

1:40 1EA Cleared to go, one 
echo alpha, we 
have the traffic.  

   

2:00 C OK, so you wanna 
chop the power 
and get down in 
your zone 

Left hand extended 
drops with whole arm. 

 



Time Who Talk Gesture Gaze Comment 
  And then come 

back with the 
power, right? 

Left hand moves 
forward handshape as 
if holding thrust lever. 

 

 J Moves thrust lever 
forward 

   

 C Yea::h, this is OK Makes OK hand 
shape with left hand 
in J’s field of view.  

 



Time Who Talk Gesture Gaze Comment 
2:14 C Verify delta delta 

cleared to land.  
   

2:17 TWR Citation two delta 
delta cleared to 
land.  

   

2:19 C Thank you very 
much.  

Left hand to glare 
shield 

 May be adjusting height of eye for landing 

 J (unintelligible)    

2:23 C  Rt hand to glare 
shield, left hand down 
to flap selector. 
Touches flap lever 
with index and middle 
finger 

 

This is cueing the student that final flap selection 
is coming soon.  



Time Who Talk Gesture Gaze Comment 
2:26 C  Flips flap selector to 

land position 
 

2:27 C Good. 
Keep that nose 
comin’ down.  
OK. 

Rt hand above glare 
shield, index finger 
curled down. Four 
quick beats of down 
stroke.  

 

2:29  And watch that ( ) 
yes.  
 

   



Time Who Talk Gesture Gaze Comment 
2:31  Run that center 

line right through 
your chest.  

Both hands extended 
forward cupping 
space pulled straight 
back toward the body. 

 

2:33  You’re a little left 
of centerline right 
now.  
Yep.  

Left hand on edge 
quick pulse to the left. 

  

2:37  Keep it comin’ 
dow:::n.  

   



Time Who Talk Gesture Gaze Comment 
  Hold it. Let it sink.  Left hand comes up 

briefly, palm down.  
 

  ( ) OK hand shape 
forming 

  

2:45     Wheels contact runway.  



Time Who Talk Gesture Gaze Comment 
2:46 C Yay!!! Both hands come up 

in a clapping gesture.  
 

      

      

      

      

 


